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This report presents the results of a desktop hydrogeological assessment carried out for the proposed new
Employment Lands to be located within the North West Urban Reserve Area of the City of Brockville (the Site) .
The purpose of this assessment was to provide a desktop summary report of the hydrogeological conditions at
and in the vicinity of the Site, including an assessment of nearby water wells that may be impacted by the
development of the Site, as well as recommendations for future well sampling and a general discussion regarding
mitigation, if necessary.
The limits of the Study Area were 200 metres beyond the Site boundary (see Figure 1). The hydrogeological
conditions within the Study Area were assessed based on published mapping, existing borehole information and the
water well records in the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) Water Well Information
System tyVWIS). Monitoring reports for the City of Brockville Landfill were also consulted for additional local
hydrogeological information, as was the Assessment Report for the Cataraqui Source Protection Area (CSPC, 2017).

1.0

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AND SITE

The City of Brockville is undertaking a review of its Employment Lands to determine where new employment
growth can be accommodated. The Employment Lands are located within the North West Urban Reserve Area
of the City of Brockville (see Figure 1).
The following information is known about the Site and the proposed development:
•

The Site area is approximately 136 hectares.

•

The Site is bordered to the west by large tracts of forest and wetland and to the south by Highway 401 . East of
the Site are an industrial area (along Stewart Boulevard) and a rural residential area (along Parkedale Avenue).
To the north is a complex of rural residential, farms and patches of forest.

•

The TransNorthern Pipeline (refined petroleum) bisects the Site east-west. Parkedale Avenue also traverses
east-west through the southern part of the Site, with a golf course located south of Parkedale Avenue.
Between the pipeline and Parkedale Avenue, along the western boundary of the Site, is the former City of
Brockville landfill site. The Contaminant Attenuation Zone for the closed landfill covers part of the golf course
south of Parkedale Avenue. otherwise, the Site consists primarily of forests, treed wetlands, open woodlands
and thickets, and open meadows.
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•

Grant's Creek traverses the site from northeast to southwest; in the northeastern portion it has been mapped
as an intermittent surface water feature (Golder Associates Ltd ., 2016). Another intermittent surface water
feature runs north-south along the eastern edge of the former landfill site.

•

The ground surface decreases in elevation toward Grant's Creek in the middle of the Site, sloping from about
elevation 120 metres in the northwest corner and about 115 metres in the southeast corner toward the creek
(at about elevation 105 metres).

•

The proposed development of the Employment Lands will consist of an industrial park with a number of lots,
each to be developed once sold to third party purchasers. At present, therefore, the preliminary design plan
consists of clearing and servicing lots, and developing transportation infrastructure.

2.0

GEOLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY

The following sections describe the published local geology and hydrogeology in the vicinity of the site.

2.1

Surficial Geology

Based on published mapping (Figure 2), the surficial geology at the Site is interpreted to consist predominantly of
either glacial till deposits or thin soil cover overlying bedrock. Organic deposits are present near the southwestern
corner of the Site. Published mapping indicates that the bedrock surface is within 2 metres of ground surface
across the Study Area (Figure 4). Stratigraphic information collected as part of the Brockville Landfill monitoring
program is generally consistent with published mapping, although it indicates that in the Grant's Creek valley, the
overburden is up to 6 metres thick, consisting mostly of silty clay and glacial till.

2.2

Bedrock Geology

The Ontario Geological Survey bedrock geology mapping indicates that the uppermost bedrock unit at the Site is the
interbedded dolostone and sandstone of the March Formation (Figure 3). The Nepean formation sandstone is
interpreted to underlie the March formation, followed by Precambrian bedrock, which forms the basement
geological unit, and is exposed at surface south of the Study Area as part of the Frontenac Axis (CSPC, 2017).

2.3
2.3.1

Hydrogeology
Overburden Aquifer

Due to the minimal overburden thickness across the Study Area (generally less than 2 metres) , there is no
overburden aquifer in the area. As a result, the principal aquifer within the vicinity of the Study Area is considered
to be the underlying bedrock formations.

2.3.2

Bedrock Aquifers

Groundwater flow through Paleozoic bedrock (i.e., the dolostones and sandstones of the March and Nepean
formations) and through the Precambrian bedrock is primarily through fractures in the rock. The March formation
is considered to be relatively permeable when sandstone interbeds are present, while the Nepean formation is
considered a high-yielding aquifer (CSPC, 2017) .

2.3.3

Groundwater Flow Direction

Local information regarding the groundwater flow system is available from the monitoring program at the Brockville
Landfill and surround ing lands (Golder Associates Ltd., 2017) . Three groundwater flow systems are identified as
part of this monitoring program. The shallow bedrock groundwater flow system is defined as groundwater located
within the upper 10 metres of the bedrock. The shallow groundwater flow system generally follows the ground
surface topography and is affected by local groundwater recharge and discharge features including surface water
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systems, particularly the Grant's Creek valley. Across the Study Area, it is interpreted that shallow groundwater
flows toward Grant's Creek, which traverses the site (i.e., flow is southward in the northern part of the Study Area
and northward in the southern part of the Study Area). It is interpreted that shallow groundwater discharges to
the creek.
The deep bedrock groundwater flow system is generally defined by the landfill monitoring wells that have screened
intervals beneath the geodetic elevation of about 87 metres. The deep groundwater flow system is assumed to be
influenced regionally by the St. Lawrence River, and groundwater is interpreted to flow toward the south
(see Figure 1).
Between the shallow bedrock flow system and the deep bedrock groundwater flow system is the intermediate
groundwater flow system. Like the deep groundwater, the intermediate groundwater is interpreted to flow toward
the south (see Figure 1).

3.0

LOCAL WATER WELL RECORDS

There are a total of 82 water well records identified in the MOECC WWIS as being located within the Study Area
(i.e., within 200 metres of the Site). The locations of these wells as provided in the WWIS are shown on Figure A-1
(Attachment A). Of the 82 well records, 44 have a "very unreliable" location accuracy and have been excluded
from this analysis. The remaining 38 water well records have a location accuracy of 300 metres or less. The depth
to bedrock reported at these 38 wells generally ranges from 0 to 6 metres but is up to 12 metres at some locations.
Among the 38 well records with location accuracy of 300 metres or less, 5 records are for monitoring wells,
8 records are for abandoned wells, and the remaining 25 records are for water supply wells. All of the water supply
wells are completed in the bedrock. One water supply well is indicated to be for garage use, one for golf course
use, and the rest for domestic supply. The 25 water supply wells are shown on Figure 1. Details regarding the
water supply wells are presented in the following table.
Depth of
Well (m)

Bottom of
Well (masl)

Depth to Water Depth to Static
Found (m)
Water Level (m)

Available
Drawdown (m)

Average and
Range

Average and
Range

Average and
Range

Average and
Range

Average and
Range

Location

Number
of Well
Records

South
(Parkedale Avenue)

12

24.2
(13.7 - 36.9)

88.3
(70.4 - 99.7)

21 .0
(14.0 - 28.7)

6.6
(0 - 11 .3)

17.5
(10.4-25.6)

North
(Victoria Road)

4

21 .3
(17.7 - 24.4)

97.7
(93.0 - 100.6)

19.1
(12.5 - 21.9)

6.2
(3.7 - 9.8)

19.2
(17.7-21.0)

East
(Stewart Boulevard)

9

21.4
(9.8 - 37.8)

90.4
(75.9 - 100.9)

19.5
(7.6 - 35.7)

6.5
(4.6 -10.7)

15.4
(4.0 - 28.7)

25

22.9

90.6

20.2

6.4

17.0

Study Area Total

A review of aerial photographs for the Study Area suggests that within the Study Area there are approximately
12 properties south of the Site, 11 properties north of the Site and more than 20 properties east of the Site that
may be served by private water supply wells, for a total of 43 potential water wells. Given that only 25 well records
were identified within the Study Area, it is likely that the well records submitted for some water wells within the
Study Area contained inaccurate location information or were not submitted and thus were not captured in the
table above. Wells that are not in the WWIS or were filtered out because of inaccurate location information are
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likely to be completed in the bedrock and have similar construction details to those presented in the table above.
It is unlikely that dug wells are present in the vicinity of the site due to the shallow bedrock.
Static groundwater level data is provided for most wells in the MOECC WWIS; however, because the water level
measurements for the various wells were collected over decades, at different times of year, with varying accuracy,
they cannot be reliably used to interpret groundwater flow direction.

4.0

POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO EXISTING GROUNDWATER USERS

Construction dewatering , which may be required to keep excavations dry during installation of services at the Site,
has the potential to impact water supply wells. The need for and magnitude of construction dewatering and the
potential impacts are dependent on several factors including the site-specific soil and bedrock conditions,
groundwater levels, and the dimensions of any excavations.
A temporary drawdown in groundwater level due to construction dewatering could temporarily reduce the available
drawdown in the nearby wells, The available drawdown in the MOE CC WWIS wells is calculated as the difference
between the static water level and the depth of the well. As shown in the table in the previous section, the available
drawdown ranges from 9.4 to 28.7 metres (except for one well located east of the site (Well ID 36005 17) with an
available drawdown on 4.0 metres). Assuming the dewatered excavations would not extend deeper than 5 metres
below ground, and given that drawdown would decrease with distance from the excavations, the available
drawdown could be affected in nearby wells, but not likely to the degree that could negatively impact water supply.
It is understood that there are no structures or land uses planned for the site that would permanently lower the
groundwater levels in the area surrounding the site (i.e., deep drained foundations).
At the time of application for Site Plan review, applicants may be required to carry out a geotechnical investigation
on the lot that they propose to develop. This investigation should identify site-specific soil and bedrock
hydrogeological conditions, and assess potential issues associated with construction dewatering and the need
for mitigation.
With regards to groundwater quality impacts, based on their depth, the water supply wells within the Study Area
are completed within either the intermediate groundwater system (i.e., below the upper 10 metres of the
bedrock) or the deep flow system (i.e., below 87 metres elevation). The direction of groundwater flow, generally
in a southerly direction, indicates that only approximately 12 water wells are located downgradient of the Site.
Because the Site will be fully serviced , including municipal water and sewage services, significant impacts to
groundwater quality are not anticipated. Implementation of best management practices concerning waste
management activities and application of road salt (for road de-icing) would also serve to minimize water
quality impacts.
The City of Brockville provided a map showing the current extent of municipal water supply in the vicinity of the
Study Area (see Attachment B) . Along Stewart Boulevard, a watermain currently provides water to properties
south/east of Laurier Boulevard, while a watermain is under construction north/west of Laurier Boulevard in 20 17.
Based on this information, it is interpreted that properties east of the Site along Stewart Boulevard may be supplied
with municipal water supply when the Site is developed, and will no longer rely on the private water supply wells.
Overall, based on the available drawdown in th e water supply wells compared to potential construction dewatering
depths, the interpreted groundwater flow direction, and the availability of municipal water to the properties along
Stewart Boulevard , impacts to groundwater users in the vicinity of the Site are anticipated to be minimal.
Further site-specific investigations may be required at the time of application for Site Plan review to assess
potential impacts to groundwater users and the need fo r mitigation measures.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Geotechnical investigations, at the time of application for Site Plan review, should be required to identify
site-specific soil and bedrock hydrogeological conditions, and assess potential issues associated with construction
dewatering and the need for mitigation.
At the Site Plan review stage, it is recommended a well survey be completed of the residences with water supply
wells currently in use and located within approximately 200 metres of the proposed development. Information to
be collected during the well survey could include the depth of the well, type of pump, and static water level.
Water quality samples could be collected and analyzed for a typical suite of parameters (i.e. the 'subdivision
package' as per MOE CC Procedure D-5-5) from a select number of wells. The results of the well survey would
serve to document the condition of nearby wells and allow the development of a construction dewatering
monitoring program, if site specific conditions indicate that a monitoring program is warranted.
It is noted that as part of the City of Brockville landfill monitoring program, groundwater monitoring (water level
measurement and sampling) is carried out at several private wells in the vicinity of the Site. Two wells are located
just west of the Study Area on Victoria Road and one is located within the Study Area on Parkedale Avenue, as
shown on Figure 1.

6.0

LIMITATIONS AND USE OF MEMORANDUM

This technical memorandum was prepared for the exclusive use of the City of Brockville. The technical
memorandum, which specifically includes all tables, figures and appendices, is based on data gathered by
Golder Associates Ltd., and information provided to Golder Associates Ltd. by others. The information provided
by others has not been independently verified or otherwise examined by Golder Associates Ltd . to determine the
accuracy or completeness. Golder Associates Ltd. has relied in good faith on this information and does not accept
responsibility for any deficiency, misstatements, or inaccuracies contained in the information as a result of
omissions, misinterpretation or fraudulent acts.
The services performed as described in this technical memorandum were conducted in a manner consistent with
that level of care and skill normally exercised by other members of the engineering and science professions
currently practicing under similar conditions, subject to the time limits and financial and physical constraints
applicable to the services.
Any use which a third party makes of this technical memorandum, or any reliance on, or decisions to be made
based on it, are the responsibilities of such third parties. Golder Associates Ltd. accepts no responsibility for
damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made, or actions taken based on this
technical memorandum.
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CLOSURE

We trust this submission satisfies the requirements for a desktop hydrogeological assessment of the proposed
Employment Lands in Brockville, Ontario. If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact the
undersigned.

Loren Bekeris, M.Sc., P.E
Environmental Engineer
LEB/BTB/sg
n:lacilve\2015\3 prOJ11536620 city of brockville ·els· urban la

Attachments:

Figures 1 to 4
Attachment A - Water Well Information System Unprocessed Results
Attachment B - City Water Services in Vicinity of Proposed Employment Lands
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ATTACHMENT A
Water Well Information System Unprocessed Results
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ATTACHMENT B
City Water Services in Vicinity of Proposed Employment Lands
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BROCI<VILLE
CITY OF THE. 1000 ISLANDS

City Water Services in Vicinity of
Proposed Employment Lands

Hydrants

-

Jn Progress Watermai n 2017

-

Private Use Watermain
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